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Abstrat
An unonventional Cosmographial model for a generation of fermion
and week boson masses without eletro-weak Higgs bosons is outlined. It
is based on a rih, non perturbative vauum struture taken to be an ob-
jet of qualitative phenomenology. Numerous far reahing and astonishing
onsequenes are disussed.
1 Introdution
The standard model was developed a long time ago and it might be argued that
the eld is losed as far as basi onepts at eletroweak energies are onerned.
However, one should keep in mind these onepts have atually never been tested
in its entral part [1℄. As LHC starts taking data it is widely [2℄ felt as appropriate
to rehek the basi premises in a septial way. There are four basi points where
the usual argumentation is not aepted.
The rst point onerns the hierarhy problem in partile physis. The
non-vanishing Higgs eld is part of the vauum struture. The understanding
of the vauum annot be separated from osmologial onsiderations. Cosmol-
ogy ontains a massive - 60 orders in magnitude [3℄ - hierarhy problem in its
vauum struture: The osmologial onstant is usually taken to orrespond
to the vauum energy density. The atness of the universe requires on the
one hand a non-vanishing but tiny osmologial onstant. On the other hand
the properties of a ondensate have to reet the Grand Uniation sale of the
interations when it was formed. A solution to the puzzle has to be found in
osmology and an evolving vauum state [4℄ makes most sense.
For partile physis this means: Two sales, MP lanck and mdark energy, are
available. There is no need for a bridge between present partile masses and the
1
uniation sale as the masses might just as well be obtained from a present dark
energy sale. Without the usual hierarhy argument there is no need to stabilize
Higgs masses invoking supersymmetry or to shrink the gap to the Plank mass
with extra dimensions.
The seond point onerns the universality of the vauum. To explain
the symmetry breaking with four omponent Higgs elds one writes down a po-
tential for the neutral omponents of these elds ( i.e. for φ ∈ C)
U(φ, t) = bT (t) |φ|2 + Λ(t) +
λ
4
(|φ|2 − |φ0|
2)2
where T (t) is taken as its temperature and Λ(t) as orresponding osmologial
onstant. A non-vanishing vauum expetation value < φ > 6= 0 results.
The time dependene is usually not inluded and the resulting vauum eld
is taken to be a universal eld theoretial objet without oordinate dependene.
However, even in the standard model this is not really orret. The vauum" has
a role as a reservoir. Consider left-handed eletrons in a purely QED gedanken
synhrotron. Their anomalous momentum auses them to osillate between their
left- and right-handed states, i.e. to osillate between QU(1) = −
1
2
and a QU(1) =
−1 states in an apparent violation of the U(1)-harge onservation. The same
applies to the SU(2) quantum numbers. To ompensate the hange the Higgs
lling the vauum" has to slightly rotate between its two neutral omponents.
This is no problem but it implies a time dependene and by relativity a spae
dependent vauum".
The vauum as a time dependent, evolving reservoir is the entral ditum
of our model. Exept for a deoupling from the usual interations in the visible
world the "vauum" is onsidered as an underworld lled with real objets. Of
ourse nowadays the "vauum" has to be rather uniform even on a osmi sale.
The third point argues for a fermioni omponent in the vauum. In salar
eld theories it is diult to have stable, non trivial solutions. The ondensate
onept of the vauum is taken from ondensed matter physis [5℄. Almost all
ondensates realized in nature involve fermions and the residual Fermi repulsion
is an essential parameter of the understanding of the extent of the ondensate.
The last point onerns atual mass generation. The irregularity of the needed
values leads to the postulate that masses are determined in a to a degree
haoti proess
1
. This postulate of essentially random values is not new
2
. Here
1
Aording to Hawking [6℄: It is hard to believe, that so many and so irregular parameters
of the various mass matries an be determined from rst priniples. To support this argument
numerous tries ould be ited (one example is [7℄). The early evolution of the vauum an be
desribed by individual sattering proesses and a haoti desription is appliable.
2
The Multiverse onept [8, 9℄ assumes that the symmetry breakdown determining the
masses is hosen randomly in the early universe onstrained by anthropogeni onsiderations.
The widely varying spetrum of masses has then somehow to be proteted from mixing on
the way down to the observed-mass-matries sale. In some super symmetri theories speial
messenger elds were introdued [10℄.
2
we assume that the random proess ends in a tumbled down vauum involving
today`s mass sales.
These points suggest a novel view of fermion masses. In the standard Higgs
model all fermion mass parameters are transferred to oupling onstants:
mij = gij < h >
The new view is based on an modied attribution:
mij = g < hij >
The gauge group ouplings should be part of pure physis and unique. The multi-
tude of mass parameters is transferred to Cosmography, i.e. a rih vauum
3
that
like geographial objets is naturally expeted to be messy. It means that today's
multitude of physial onstants annot be alulated from rst priniples. It
has to be attributed to a partially haoti struture of a partiular osmographi
vauum in our zone of the universe. In this way many aspets of the model are
not derivable and the model is not the optimists hoie. The aim an just be a
phenomenologial parton model kind of understanding.
The required rih vauum struture is not far fethed. Even in the standard
model the vauum is not really simple. It is known to ontain a ertain amount
of hiral ondensates of gluoni and fermioni nature and partiular ombination
of the neutral Higgs elds with a ompliated potential not respeting a separation
of U(1) and SU(2).
In this paper we will outline a partiular ondensation model based on these
points. Setion 2 details the evolution senario. The partiular hoie of post-
desert-physis advoated should be taken as generi. Also the details of the
tumbling-down-vauum desription is not intended as a osmologial model. The
intent of these onsiderations taken in a spei frame work is just to make sure
that there is no intrinsi inonsisteny. Our aim is to understand the struture
of the present vauum needed for the known partiles.
Setion 3 desribes how the fermions get their masses. There are novel ideas
about apparent avor hanges and CP violation. It ontains speulation about
the rules that govern the evolution of the vauum. Setion 4 turns to the ele-
troweak vetor-boson masses. They tell us about an important aspet of the
vauum, whih relates the weak mixing angle, the visible baryon asymmetry,
and visible CP violation in a oneptual way. Possible experimental observations
and tests follows in setion 5
4
.
3
To attribute the avor parameters to a basially statistial vauum" struture [11℄ was
also advoated in [12℄ in a less simple minded model. To have a separate Higgs for eah fermion
is named Private Higgs [13℄.
This separation between fundamental physis and Cosmography is entral. To alulate the
weight of a air balloon on your desk from rst priniples is bound to fail, as the barometri
pressure determined by largely haoti Geography enters.
4
A more general desription of the basi framework was presented in an earlier paper [11℄.
3
2 The Tumbling Down Condensation Proess
Following a standard SO(10) senario we assume that the gauge theory breaks
at a sale of about 1015GeV eventually to SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)×U(1)X in a
suitable unspeied way
5
. The gauge bosons mixing subgroups have to obtain
masses. Also a mehanism for the U(1)X gauge boson mass is required. How
this might proeed [14℄ is beyond the sope of the paper. It is assumed that a
mehanism for the GUT sale symmetry breaking an be found that does not lead
to a signiant vauum energy density. There ould be some vauum struture
that suiently tumbles down or the "proximity of the GUT sale to Plank
sale might help.
Independent of the details there have to be eetive salar bosons needed by
the gauge boson to beome massive. The avor independent
6
oupling onstant
of these bosons to fermions is unknown. A way to implement the model is to
assume it is suiently large to allow for bound states that eventually an turn
into a ondensate. These GUT sales bound states are modeled following the
GeV sale σ-partile vauum known from hiral symmetry breaking.
With dierent onstituents many dierent suh states exist. Massless fermion-
anti-fermion Yoyo-like states require transitions between left- and right-handed
fermions like dR dR ↔ dL dL. The gauge bosons needed are still available at
GUT sale. Besides these f f¯ states there also an exist bound states of multiple
fermioni (p.e. fLfLfLfRfRfR) or multiple anti-fermioni ontent
7
.
Like the deoupling of the eletromagneti osmi bakground radiation dur-
ing freeze out on a eV sale these bound states will largely deouple from most
gauge bosons. In this way they form pre-vauum states. As disussed in setion
3 and 4 for the vauum suh pre-vauum states will start to give masses to
the other fermions and gauge bosons. In turn the reated mass allows for tighter
and eventually denser bound states. This proess goes on until todays vauum
is reahed.
In spite of their now massive ontent these bound states an have arbitrarily
small masses. The oupling from the gauge potential is assumed to be strong
5
The Cosmographi model has its own mehanism of fermion mass generation. The inonsis-
teny between SU(5) preditions with proton deay experiments an be ignored as a suiently
awkward attribution of harged leptons to generations an eliminate or drastially redue de-
ays into harged leptons. The deays into neutral leptons are then sensitive to the seond
lepto-quark boson mass (τ ≈M4Y /m
5
p) that is suiently unertain.
6
In ontrast to top-ondensate models [15, 16℄ the osmographi model does not allow for a
speial avor dependene in the Lagrangian. A fermioni vauum" was reently also disussed
in [17℄.
7
If there is no lepton number onservation[18, 19℄ a purely two omponent bound state νR νR
an also exist. It generates ontributions to the Majorana masses of right-handed neutrinos
with the mehanism desribed in setion 3. With a extremely large density this vauum state
might even be the ause of the U(1)X -mass.
4
enough to lead to negative ondensation potential ompensating these masses:
Vfermionbound to bosons +
∑
mfermion ≈ 0
The potential energy should be onsiderably larger for multi-fermion states [20℄.
If the equation holds for f f¯ states multi-fermion states appear to lead to a
negative energy density. However, the energy stays positive
8
. Approahing a
vanishing value more and new bound states will be produed until the fermion
repulsion gets high enough to ompensate the negative energy density.
The tumbling-down idea is that the almost zero energy vauum states are
not formed initially. Initially ≈ 0 means zero within GUT sale unertainty.
Radiating with their dipol moment they an ondense and ontinuously loose
energy and entropy, like an atom being aught by a rystal.
Besides the proesses disussed above there is a geometrial aspet. The mass
of the relevant vetor bosons limits their dipol distane < | rF − r
−
F | > to a GUT
sale value. After being produed orrespondingly loalized they an redue their
energy by spreading < | rF + r
−
F | >→large.
This extending proess selets states with suitable vauum quantum numbers.
As the photon and the gluon stays massless only harge and olor neutral states
an partiipate in this extension proess. The other bound states will hange or
stay in the visible world. During this extending proess the overlap with usual
partiles will get weaker and weaker making the deoupling stronger and stronger
and deoupling is the dening property of the osmographial vauum
9
.
The entral assumption for the tumbling down is that there is no intrinsi mass
sale
10
. Contrary to the usual situation there is no lower limit as the vauum
states an always redue their energy further by spreading out. Without any
available sale the energy in a ell dereases as ∂ρ−1vac./∂(t) = κ where ρvac. is
the energy of a vauum ell and κ a dimensionless deay onstant. This yields
a simple power law ρvac. ∝ ρinitial/(t − t0) . It onnets the ratio of the initial
almost GUT sale vauum energy and the osmologial observed one to age of the
universe seen in a partile physis sale, i.e. τuniverse ·MX(GUT ) . On a oneptual
level this oers a possible solution of the hierarhy problem in osmology
11
.
Nowadays the vauum has to be rather uniform on a osmi sale. There
8
Contrary to arguments stated from the osmologial side [3℄ ρΛ = 0 is speial point also in
partile physis. Suh a partile reation is well-known in hadroni string phenomenology [22℄.
9
There are other models with suh an evolution in the "vauum" energy [3, 4℄.
10
Suh a situation is alled gap-less in solid state physis[23, 24℄
11
This dimensional arguments is meant as simplest hoie. Dynamial dark energy models
an inlude the Plank mass and a model dependent power an be obtained. Important is the
power law with a negative exponent.
For a dynamial dark energy model onneting the Plank and the dark energy sale [25℄ it
is laimed on general grounds that the smallness of the dark energy and the auray of the
Lorentz invariane are onneted and that for a energy density ρvac. = 0 Lorentz symmetry
would be restored in the vauum. In the osmographi model there is a similar onnetion.
5
are many vauum-states possible and one expets initially quite an irregular
struture of the vauum. How an one understand the observed homogeneity?
First, the spreading out of ondensation zones in the vauum ould play an
important role. From rystallization it is known that ondensation an bridge
ten orders of magnitude in the laboratory and the onditions for self-organizing
might be orders of magnitude better for the vauum state.
Seondly there is an osmologial argument. A similar problem ours with
the uniformity of the osmi mirowave bakground. To solve this problem one
introdued a salar inaton eld that pushes the universe initially into a rapid
expansion (ination). In this way the required homogeneity in pre-ination times
beomes limited in size.
Atually the radiation emitted during ondensation of the osmographi va-
uum might ontribute to the expansion of the universe. There are numerous
osmologial aspets
12
onsidered outside of the sope of the paper.
To explain the known physis with its masses ertain properties of the va-
uum are required. But, as said, the knowledge about the invisible, presumably
strongly interating vauum-state will stay rather limited. The detailed stru-
ture of the vauum will follow ertain priniples. How these priniples ould
look like will be disussed below.
3 The Model for the Fermion Masses
In the onsidered osmographi vauum the Higgs elds hij needed to obtain
the fermion Dira-masses is assumed to be dominated by f f¯ - ondensates. It
will be seen later that multi-fermion states will atually have to have a ompa-
rable density. The assumption is that these states are muh less interating with
fermions as they are more tidily bound.
The ondensate vauum does selet a Lorentz system. The observed ef-
fetive Lorentz invariane of the visible world limits the interation with the
osmographi vauum at the available energies and at the observable au-
ray to a Lorentz salar one. The huge geometrial extension of vauum states
allows to use a salar low energy eetive theory. Tensor ouplings with non-
zero rank an be ignored as they involve derivatives that vanish in the limit
< (
∑
ri)
2 >condensate→∞.
12
The repulsion of the extended Fermi struture overing the "vauum" might also play a role
in the expansion of the universe [26℄. A osmologial model with an interplay with a matter
phase transition and geometry was presented by Dreyer [27℄.
Also the "vauum" energy should somehow depend on the gravitational potential blurring
the distintion between Dark Energy and Dark Matter [28℄. An observation of a separation
of dark and visible matter in ollisions of galati lusters[29℄ that ontradits a modied
Newtonian dynamis is no ontradition to suh a model in whih the Dark Matter onstitutes
ompressed Dark Energy as the time sale of unompressing the Dark Energy should should be
large (orresponding to the present tiny Dark Energy sale).
6
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Figure 1: Fermion interations with osmographi vauum
To lowest order in perturbation theory there are the two ontributions avail-
able for the interation with the ondensate bound shown in gure 1 . The
separation between visible world and osmographi vauum is indiated by a
box.
The rst term involves tensors of rank 1 and vanishes in the onsidered limit.
The Fierz transformation of the seond term inludes a salar ontribution that
survives. The basi result is reassuring. As needed the interation with the
vauum turns out to be avor dependent, with the mass of a fermion mi pro-
portional to its fermion density ρi in the osmographi vauum. The exat form
of this dependene an be estimated in lowest order to be: mi ∼ ρig
2/M˜2 where
M˜ is an eetive mass of a boson exhanged in the vauum and g is the huge
oupling of its salar part
13
.
The ondensate interation interation is strong and higher orders have to be
inluded. Presumably the ross setion and the amplitude depends on geometry.
Relevant is the sale of the large mass of lightest tehni-pion like bound state
of the fermion i and anti-fermion j diretly oupling to the vauum state.
For the fermion masses its value is not well onstrained as a small geometrial
size of a tidily bound state an be ompensated by the orresponding inrease in
density. In ontrast to the energy density the partile density an be huge. The
Higgs density in the standard model vauum is also sizable.
Looking at the mass term more arefully there is an intriate interplay between
dierent sales. If a left-handed fermion would somehow transfer from a zone
with an empty vauum where it is massless into a normal vauum zone it would
obtain a right-handed omponent. The extra kinemati momentum slowing it
down omes from pulling along left-handed fermions and a right-handed anti-
fermions in the vauum . A tiny non spin singlet omponent is exited in
the vauum. To understand the situation we onsider only one dimension.
The bound fermions move bak and forth almost with the speed of light with
alternating handiness. The motion of the ondensate states ontaining them
hanges the times of the forward and bakward motion and adjusts in this way
13
Lorentz-salar ontributions an also originate in multiple gauge boson ontribution. In the
onsidered GUT sheme the ouplings are known. Suh proesses stay at rst in a perturbative
regime and the resulting hard Pomeron ontribution is known to be small.
7
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Figure 2: The equality of partile and antipartile masses
the left-handed right-handed balane in the laboratory system aordingly. In
this way transitions like dR ↔ dL available at the GUT sale in the ondensate
are transfered to the quark and lepton sale.
In the onsidered zero-momentum limit there is no distintion between inom-
ing and outgoing partiles as indiated in gure 2. Partiles and anti-partiles
have to have the same mass. CPT is onserved separately in the visible and
invisible part of the world.
As said, the ondensate vauum will have to be neutral and olorless. The
olor struture an therefore be used to lassify the bound states of the ondensate
involving quarks as mesons, baryon or more ompliated objets.
A similar argument exists for spins and angular momenta. As there are no
mass dierenes observed between left- and right-handed fermions left and right
omponents have to balane in the vauum and the orbital angular momentum
has to vanish. The vauum annot serve as spin reservoir and angular momen-
tum is onserved separately in the visible world. The vauum is not a soure
of parity (P) invariane in the visible world. As this observation happens in an
arbitrary Lorentz system the equality has to hold separately for any avor. Bary-
oni states have to form salar bosoni objets like Cooper pairs. The observed
situation seems natural. To minimize their energy all vauum ondensate boson
has to be in the lowest energy spin singlet state.
However, the deposited and the piked up fermion do not have to be idential.
This is the soure of a rih struture of the mass matries. Not all fermion index
ombinations (i, j) an our. The eletri and olor neutrality of the ondensate
deomposes the mass matrix into four separate sub-matries: Mu,c,t,Md,s,b,Me,µ,τ ,
and Mν(1),ν(2),ν(3).
The result resembles now the standard approah. Diagonalization allows to
dene avor eigenstates onserved in neutral-urrent interations in the usual
way. Charge urrent interations require to onsider mass matries in a Cabibbo-
rotated, non-diagonal basis leading to avor transitions in the usual way.
The diagonalization of the mass matries was done after all orders are summed.
In this way avor hanging neutral urrents are almost absent. Nevertheless suh
urrents an arise as the amplitudes responsible for a mass matrix an depend
on the virtuality of the fermion involved. The mass-reating interation is very
8
loalized and a miss-math in virtuality with extended usual fermions auses
rainbow like exhanges that shield the mass in a somewhat avor dependent way.
However, the gluon and the weak vetor boson ontribution also appears in the
standard model with its Higgs oupling matries and is well-known to be very
tiny. A tehni-pion like ontribution ould be a problem as the mass of suh ff
Goldstone bosons [30℄ would be signiant and avor dependent:
M2pi−like ∝ mFermioni,j · Blowest binding scale
As this mass is loser to the mass of typial momenta it ould be more ee-
tive introduing a avor dependene than fermions. However, as the tehni-pion
masses are here assumed to be onsiderably heavier than the masses of the weak
vetor bosons their ontributions should be omparably tiny.
There are two fundamental dierenes to the standard approah. The rst
point onerns avor onservation depited in gure 3. All avors are onserved
if the visible world and the vauum are taken together. Only if the visible world
is onsidered separately "avor-hanging proesses appear. The osmographi
vauum ats as reservoir. The initial avor stability was obtained during the
diagonalization leading to the denition of the dierent avor states. The super-
sripts indiate that the states shown are not the real harmed and up quark,
but the states obtained in a harged urrent interation, i.e. the states of the
transferred basis with the SU(2) partners of the d respetively. s quark. Now
the matrix element M(c(s) → u(d)) is not balaned by the inverse transition. To-
gether with a harged urrent interation the shown hange in the vauum is
responsible for the loss of strangeness.
As an example take an ss pair pro-
vacuum
c
(s) u
(d)
Figure 3: Flavor-hanging ontribution
dued in e+e− annihilation taking plae
in the visible world. Both strange quarks
will eventually annihilate from the vis-
ible world (K deays) and leaves a
orresponding pair in the osmographi
vauum, where the extra strange anti-
strange ontent might eventually an-
nihilate as part of the osmologially
slow deay of the osmographi va-
uum.
Most novel is the seond point . It onerns CP violation. Again CP viola-
tion arises as one restrits the onsideration to the visible world and ignores possi-
ble asymmetries in the osmographi vauum. In the osmographi model there
is initially a partileantipartile symmetry. The partileantipartile asymmetry
in the visible world in our zone of the universe is aused by the orresponding
antipartilepartile asymmetry in the vauum. CP violation is not ause for
but aused by the partileantipartile asymmetry. The situation is subtle.
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Figure 4: The symmetries of the avor-hanging ontributions
If in an asymmetri vauum the 〈fi 〉 and
〈
fi
〉
ontributions of the onden-
sates dier it an ause CP violation in the visible world. The point is illustrated
in Figure 4. It lists the possible ontributions to the mass-matrix elements. As
said above the vauum is parity symmetri. Responsible for CP violation is
the harge asymmetri dierene between the rst and the seond line.
Mirrowing the visible world there are more d- than d-quarks in the vauum
ondensate. For the mesoni omponent of the vauum whih is assumed to
dominate for fermion masses avor it means more sd¯ than s¯d.
The spei evidene for CP violation omes from interferene experiments.
Critial is the relative phase of the amplitudes K0short → ππ and K
0
long →
CP violation → ππ . To say it simple in the (K0, K0) system a ontribution
with the Pauli-matrix σx introdues the CP eigenstates, a ontribution with the
Pauli-matrix σz = (
1
−1
) introdues the CPT violation and a ontribution
with the Pauli-matrix σy = (
−i
i
) introdues the CP violation. The data in
the interferene region observe the phase and learly show a CP-violating ontri-
bution
14
.
Let us arefully onsider the quantum mehanis involved. All mass terms in
the onsidered 3 · 3-matries are a salar, low momenta limits of amplitudes. As
there are no intermediate states the optial theorem requires these amplitudes
14
True CPT violation is presumably theoretial exluded. Possible is a pseudo-CPT-violating
term aused by a tiny matter-antimatter symmetri part of the eetive gravitational potential
aused by the matter surrounding us. However, a modern Eötvös experiment[31℄ pratially
exlude suh a σz ontribution.
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- taken by themselves - to be real. As the vauum is involved, the vauum
part of the proess has to be inluded in the onsideration. As the vauum is a
oherent state whih is pratially onstant in spae at the onsidered sales there
is no phase dependene on the loations where strangeness is given respetively
taken from the vauum .
Interfering amplitudes obviously have the same initial and nal states and
both s d and d s transition appear equally often. Nevertheless there is a dierene
between
XS=0 → K
0 +K0 → K0 +K0 → XS=0 +XS=0
with its C onjugate proess. During the K0 → K0 transition two s quarks
and two d¯ quarks enter the vauum whih are later ompensated with two s¯
quarks and two d quarks during the deays of the two K0 mesons. Important
is the dierent position in time. The phase dierene is obtained by the dier-
ent intermediate state of the vauum. As there are more d¯ in the vauum
an additional d¯ anti-quark is energetially slightly less favorable than the orre-
sponding d quark. Without any new interation a CP violating phase is obtained
orresponding on a qualitative level to the tiny experimental observation.
For the total system inluding the vauum unitarity holds. As the vauum
has to hange in a denite way the formal inlusion of the vauum does not
inrease the dimension in the transition matries. With the usual argument one
an show that the CP violation in the 3 × 3 matrix in the quark setor involves
only one parameter. As in the usual desription the unitarity triangle results
whih is onrmed experimentally.
Preditions for the CP violation on the leptoni side are diult. Nothing is
known about a lepton - antilepton asymmetry in the visible or in the invisible
world. The size of a mirowave-like soft neutrino bakground is unknown and the
known atomi e− exess ould be ompensated within the visible world. Anti-
baryoni objets (like Cooper-pairs q¯Rq¯Rq¯Rq¯Lq¯Lq¯L) ould be the only available
ondensate states ausing a purely hadroni matter anti-matter asymmetry. The
vauum states lives on a GUT sale and it is also possible that a hadroni
antipartile preferene gets somehow transferred to the leptoni setor.
What ould suh a vauum look like? Fermions obtain there masses
from the interation dominantly from the mesoni vauum states. For the
ondensation of of very tightly bound neutral, olorless fi fj pairs four ingredients
an be assumed:
• If the standard SO(10)→SU(5) senario d-quark like bound states DD¯ and
leptoni bound states LL¯ require SO(10) gauge boson while u-quark like
bound states UU¯ an be formed just with SU(5) gauge bosons. This might
lead to a higher UU¯ density explaining their higher masses.
• If in an initial random pre-vauum proess a fermion type somehow happens
to be favored, it obtains a heavier mass than the other fermions whih in
11
vacuumvacuum
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Figure 5: Vetor-boson interations with osmographi vauum
turn allows a stronger ondensation. This self-propelling mass asymmetry
ould be a part of the explanation of the large variation in the densities
respetively masses.
• Like in rystals pakaging geometry should play a role. Idential fermion
bound states ould somehow be favored in a loal rystal like struture.
• The hierarhy of the observed masses[32℄ will also reet utuations from
the dominant tt ondensate to other fermion ondensates. The probabilities
of suh utuations depend on the overlap depending on the "similarity
of the bound states. Whether the binding is also supported by olors or
idential eletri harges denes the "similarity. In this way the order of
the u... , the d..., the e...and the ν...fermion masses might be understood .
This proess will be more important for fermions with low densities. As
it tends to equalize the masses of dierent generations, it might explain
why the large mass ratios of u, c, t quarks are not repeated for the other
fermions.
But it is important to keep in mind that these are just general onstraints on
a largely aidental osmologial vauum. It is on the same level as one an
understand mountains in geography by onsidering the motion of tetoni plates.
4 The Vetor-Boson Masses
Vetor bosons an also interat with fermions of the osmographi vauum in
the way shown in gure 5. The neutrality of the vauum requires both vetor
bosons to have idential harges. As the weak vetor-boson masses are muh
smaller than the binding sale mixed terms attahing to dierent fermions of
the ondensed state have to be inluded. The mass reation is taken in analogy
to light slowing down passing through ondensed matter. Phononi interations
within the ondensed matter are essential. The third omponent of the massive
vetor boson is obtained in this way. They provide the Q2 → 0 pole needed in a
formal theory to unprotet the vanishing vetor masses.
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In the lowest-order in an operator produt expansion one obtains a term:∑
i,j
(
ρi,j ~Ti ~Wµ ~Tj ~W
µ + ρi,j QiBµ QiB
µ +mixed terms
)
where ρi,j is the density of the fermions and where only diagonal terms ontribute.
The lowest order ontribution to the squared vetor-boson mass is then M2W ∼∑
(ρi,jg
2/m˜), where g the eetive oupling and m˜ ∼ 0 is the eetive mass of
the bound state in the vauum .
In spite of the apparent similarity the interations responsible for fermion-
and vetor-boson masses are quite dierent. Like a soft hadroni interation
the exhange proess responsible for fermion masses depends of the geometrial
extend of the target, while the vetor-boson interations just ount the harges
of the ondensed vauum states
15
.
Denoting#fL the num-
f
i
f
i
f
i
f
i
vacuum vacuum
Figure 6: Mesoni ontribution to the B gauge eld
mass
ber of left-handed fermions
i.e. #fL = #qL + #lL
and #fR the number of
right-handed fermions we
dene
ΣfL = #fL +#fL
∆fL = #fL −#fL
∆fR = #fR −#fR .
The ontributions to the
vetor boson masses are
then:
M2W ∼ (
1
2
ΣfL)
2
M2B ∼
(
1
3
∆qL +
1
2
∆lL +
2
3
∆uR −
1
3
∆dR − 1∆lR
)2
where W is the SU(2) and B is the U(1) gauge boson.
The important point is a purely mesoni vauum yields MB = 0 as indi-
ated in gure 6 . Baryoni ontributions with non-vanishing U(1) harge are
needed. One andidate for suh vauum states are spinless neutron or antineu-
tron Cooper pairs.
Mixed B -W0 ontributions terms exist in the masses matrix. By diagonal-
ization M2Z = M
2
W +M
2
B and M
2
A = 0 are obtained. The fatorization form of
these ontributions yielding M2A = 0 is onneted to the eletri neutrality of the
vauum.
15
This meant as a rough approximation. It does not hold at sale when the dipoles get
resolved. P.e. the U(1)X boson ould obtain a mass from a right-handed neutrino ondensate
if the sales math even so the ondensate partile has no net U(1)X harge.
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The weak mixing angle parameterizes the relative size of the fermioni on-
tribution in the vauum
tan2 θW = M
2
B/M
2
W =
<
(
1
3
∆qL +
1
2
∆l + 2
3
∆uR −
1
3
∆dR − 1∆lR
)2
>
< 1
4
Σf 2L >
.
The brakets mean averaging of the ondensed states in the vauum.
The fat that the weak mixing angle tan2 θW = 3/10 + 0.00071(14) is not
tiny[33℄ means that the baryoni and mesoni ontributions are omparable.
The weak mixing angle requires a large number of Cooper pairs of baryons or
anti-baryons. The net baryon number is arbitrary. It is appealing to postulate
a matter anti-matter symmetri world so that the imbalane in the visible world
is ompensated by a orresponding imbalane in the vauum. In this way the
non-vanishing weak mixing angle requiring baryons or anti-baryons, the matter
imbalane in the visible world and CP invariane are onneted.
5 Experimental Expetations
Can there be Higgs-like partiles in the visible world?
In the vauum utuation in bosoni densities will be responsible for the
third omponent of the weak vetor bosons. Three of suh phononi exitations
in the ondensate are needed.
In priniple suh phononi exitations an be built with arbitrary f f¯ -pairs
and there should be plenty of suh tehni-pion like states with a mass vanishing
at a GUT sale. Their preise mass is diult to estimate.
In analogy to the three speial tehni-pions assoiated with the vetor-mesons
the mass of some of them might be in the 100GeV range usually assumed for the
standard model Higgs. Most of them are presumably muh heavier: Expanding
in small fermion masses one gets for suh pion-like states [30℄:
M2pi−like ∝ mfermionMlowest binding scale = 10
−3 · 1015 GeV2 = (106GeV)2
for MeV fermion masses and a GUT sale binding fore.
However, these estimates are very unertain. If the neutrino mass is mν ∼
∆mν = 10
−2eV the orresponding lowest mass tehni-pion would reah the 100
GeV range. Also Mlowest binding scale ould be M(U(1)X) instead of MGUT whih
ould atually be muh lower. It is not unlikely that the formula is not really
appliable. In ontrast to the QCD sale entering for the usual π mass the
orrespondingMlowest binding scale ould have a avor dependene. As in the vauum
the heavier avors ould be more tidily bound and the mass ordering might even
be inverted.
It is probably not to diult to distinguish these bosons from the usual Higgs.
They ouple to the fermions in a ompletely distint way: The formation and the
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deay of quark-states typially involves the same quark-types. They are private
Higgs partiles [13℄ essentially oupling only to one fermion type.
It is possible that the νν¯ state has the lowest mass. Formed from ve-
tor bosons the boson would predominantly deay into neutrinos. Its signature
would be that of an invisible Higgs [34℄ with no onstrain on its mass. If the
tt¯ state has the lowest mass the signature would be a usual Higgs that annot
be found in b-quark hannels. The absene of abnormal bakward sattering
in e+e−annihilation at LEP limits the orresponding leptoni "Higgs-boson to
M(He+e−) > 189GeV [35℄. The large-transverse-momentum jet prodution at
Fermilab limits M(H{uu},{du},{ud}or{dd}) to an energy above 1TeV [36℄. At LHC a
multi-TeV range will be reahed.
Can astrophysial observations be helpful? Many osmologial argu-
ments are aeted by the osmographi vauum.
Exept for uniformity in zones masses are aidental in the model. How large
are these zones? A valid test might be to look for hanges in the hiral symmetry
breaking. Chiral symmetry breaking presumably happened latest.
In our region of origin nulear synthesis xes me/(md −mu) . Not exluded
are synhronous hanges expeted in an evolving universe.
The existing evidene for uniformity within our horizon is limited as varia-
tions might not be seen. As variations in the hiral symmetry breaking, that
aet nuleon masses but not lepton masses, would mix up nulear synthesis
suh domains without observable stars would not have been deteted. Preision
measurements might help to see still admissible small variations in the nulear
radius
16
.
With dead zones in between anti-matter dominated parts of the universe
an no longer be exluded and experiments looking for unusual antimatter om-
ponents in very high energy osmi rays ould be helpful.
6 Conlusion
The presented simple model is surprisingly suessful in atual explanations of
many entral partile physis observations. It would be nie to understand the
skethed ondensation proess in a more rigorous way to not only pose but answer
the question of the title.
One purpose of this paper is to illustrate expliitely that mass generation is
wide open. If Higgs-like bosons are produed at LHC they might deay in a
ompletely unexpeted way.
16
An appealing idea is to reanalyze the laimed 10−5 variation in the ne struture onstant
[37℄ as a zonal eet. A admissible 10−2 hange in the nulear mass ould hange the hyperne
struture of the spetrum as Ehyperfine ∝ me/mpEfine in the right order of magnitude.
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